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Wi-Fi Mesh 

Advanced Mesh 



 Create a network using multiple AP’s 
 AP’s are wirelessly connected to each other 
 A root is wired connected to the rest of the network 
 A node is wirelessly connected to a root 
 (connection is like a WDS connection, more auto healing 

and more advanced) 
 Clients are connected to mesh AP ( either root or node) 
 Wireless Connection between Mesh is called “hop” 

What is Mesh 



Wi-Fi Mesh 



 No need for wired connection to the rest of 
the network 

 Redundant and auto healing  

 Easy deployment of infrastructure 

 Lower installation cost 

 Real wireless network 
(you can even use solar power etc) 

Benefits 



 Wireless backbone cost a lot of radio 
resources 

 Mesh function works only on 40MHz 
channel width: this is 11n (not 11ac) speed 

 A mesh network is much “slower” 

 Mesh network is not totally transparent 

Disadvantages 



 Mesh in Neutron (by controller) 

 Define a group as mesh group 

 You would be able to see mesh topology 

 You will manage a mesh group (not individual AP) 

 Mesh in standalone mode 

 You can setup a mesh in standalone AP 

 Max 5 nodes per root 

EnGenius Mesh 



 Only on (selected) 11ac devices (+EWS310AP) 
 

1. EWS1025CAM 

2. EWS360AP / EWS350AP (+EWS310AP)* 

3. EWS860AP / EWS660AP / EWS650AP 

 

EWS360AP firmware version v3.3.37_c1.8.53 2017.03.03 

EWS350/650/660/860AP firmware version v3.0.4_c1.8.57_2017.04.27 

Products 



Function SMB Mesh Standalone Mesh 

Router (other) (other) 

Mesh 
configurator 

EWS Switch or ezMaster Manual Mesh Config 
through AP(CAM) 
interface 

Mesh nodes EWS1025CAM 
EWS360AP 
EWS350AP 
(+EWS310AP) 

 

EWS1025CAM 
EWS360AP 
EWS350AP 
(+EWS310AP) 

 

CAM view EnVMSapp EnVMSapp 

NAS browser 



 Managed Mesh 
Network, configured 
by EWS controller-
switch or ezMaster 
 EWS1025CAM 

 EWS 11ac AP’s  

 Use EnVMS app to 
watch cam  

EnGenius SMB Mesh 

Function Models / app Remark 

Router SMB Router 

Network (Mesh) 
configurator / 
manager 

EWS Switch or 
ezMaster 

Setup a group as mesh-
group 

Mesh nodes EWS1025CAM 
EWS 11ac Aps 
(EWS310AP) 

Add mesh nodes to mesh-
group 
 

CAM view EnVMSapp Can view stream of 
EWS1025CAM. Manual 
Configuration. Need to open 
ports in order to fetch the 
stream from outside of the 
network 



EnGenius SMB Mesh 
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 Standalone Mesh 
Network, configured 
though AP interface 

 EWS1025CAM 

 EWS 11ac AP’s  

 Use EnVMS app to 
watch cam  

EnGenius Standalone Mesh 

Function Models / app Remark 

Router - Home router 

Network (Mesh) 
configurator / 
manager 

- Configure one device as 
mesh root 

Mesh nodes EWS1025CAM 
EWS 11ac Aps 
(EWS310AP) 

Add mesh nodes to mesh-
root 

CAM view EnVMSapp Can view stream of 
EWS1025CAM. Manual 
Configuration. Need to open 
ports in order to fetch the 
stream from outside of the 
network 


